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WHAT IS IINJAZ TOKEN
1.0 Introduction
Iinjaz (IJZ), powered by the brainchild of Rashid Ahmed AL
Thawadi, is a unique BEP-20 token designed to revolutionize
the digital landscape by integrating a secure crypto wallet,
non-fungible tokens (NFTs), an online treatment center known
as e-Falcons, gaming and web3 capabilities, and AI assistants
projects in the crypto field.

2.0 Project Overview
2.1 Secure Crypto Wallet
The IJZ token is designed to be used within the Iinjaz Secure
Wallet, a crypto wallet designed specifically for BEP-20
tokens. This wallet offers top-notch security features to
ensure the safety of our users' assets.

2.2 Non-Fungible Tokens (NFTs)
IJZ tokens will be utilized within the NFT marketplace, where
users can create, buy, and sell unique digital assets.

2.3 E-Falcons Center
Iinjaz project includes a unique online treatment platform
named e-Falcons. This platform will utilize IJZ tokens for
transactions and services.

2.4 Games and Web3
IJZ tokens will be integrated into various games and web3
applications, providing users with a seamless experience
across different platforms.
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2.5 AI Assistants in Crypto Field
Our AI assistants will help users navigate the complex world
of cryptocurrency, offering real-time insights, trading advice,
and more.

3.0 Tokenomics
3.1 Total Supply
The total supply of IJZ tokens is capped at 100,000,000 IJZ.

3.2 Wallets Allocation
The token allocation is designed to ensure the long-term
sustainability of the IJZ ecosystem.
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Wallets Allocation

Token Name: IINJAZ Token

Smart Contract: 0x8b15271316c5FBC1c247040AA4Fad2dE4259d860

Token Ticker: IJZ 

Token Platform: BNB Smart Chain

Token Standard: BEP-20

Total Supply: 100.000,000

IINJAZ Project: IINJAZ FALCON CENTER/NFT/GAMES/APPS/AI 
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Main Wallet: 88%
Wallet Address:
0x27520b1Fff53502a928175CFCe4cA0ca64495a59
Used for exchanges, rewards, games, and staking.

Marketing Wallet: 7%
Wallet Address:
0x3e55e626dA20364cb8F48e20e5Cf6c88d175b08F
Used for marketing activities to promote the project.

Team Wallet: 5%
Wallet Address:
0x7453b01d746a72b6397e77c7d9de969fdbde5a99
Reserved for the team behind the project.

3.3 Exchange Wallets
IJZ tokens will be available for trading on the following
cryptocurrency exchanges:

Whitebit
Wallet Address:
0x33eac50b7faf4b8842a621d0475335693f5d21fe

XT.com
Wallet Address:
0xb082e500faecb492e87f0176b38c2626a185ddd7

Please ensure to verify wallet addresses before transferring
tokens. Never send tokens to an address that hasn't been
officially verified by the project or exchange.
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4.0 Conclusion
Iinjaz (IJZ) token is not just a digital currency; it's a
comprehensive ecosystem that integrates various digital
platforms and services. We invite everyone to be part of our
journey to revolutionize the digital landscape.

5.0 Disclaimer
Trading of IJZ tokens involves substantial risk of loss and is
not suitable for every investor. The valuation of
cryptocurrencies and futures may fluctuate, and, as a result,
investors may lose more than their original investment. The
highly leveraged nature of trading means that small market
movements will have a great impact on your trading account
and this can work against you, leading to large losses or can
work for you, leading to large gains.

Before deciding to trade, you should carefully consider your
investment objectives, level of experience, and risk appetite.
The possibility exists that you could sustain a total loss of
initial margin funds and be required to deposit additional
funds to maintain your position. If you fail to meet any margin
requirement, your position may be liquidated and you will be
responsible for any resulting losses.
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Cryptocurrency investments are volatile and high-risk in
nature. Don't invest more than what you can afford to lose.
Iinjaz (IJZ) is not responsible for any losses incurred as a
result of trading IJZ tokens. IJZ does not make and expressly
disclaims all representations and warranties, express,
implied, statutory or otherwise, whatsoever, including, but not
limited to (i) warranties of merchantability, fitness for a
particular purpose, suitability, usage, title or noninfringement;
(ii) that the contents of this white paper are free from error;
and (iii) that such contents will## Iinjaz (IJZ) Token
Whitepaper

Company Name: IINJAZ TOKEN L.T.D
Incorporation Number: 26589

Registered Address: Suite 305, Griffith Corporate Centre,
P.O.Box 1510, Beachmont, Kingstown, St. Vincent & Grenadines.



OUR MISSION

Our mission is to combine the world of Falconry practice with the technology
and to make it a place where it's never been before and that's not all, but
also to bring everyone together with us and to expand all over the world not
only in the middle east.

This project will keep the falconry practice alive to the next generation and
most importantly, by keeping it alive huge benefits come to the falconry
people and investors with the token. It gives more and it will last forever.

our mission has started and we welcome everyone abroad to this IINJAZ
Journey 
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STAGE 1

STAGE 2

STAGE 3

Roadmap
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Create Website 
Launch Telegram Group 
Launch Instagram Page 
Launch Twitter/Facebook Page  
List IINJAZ Token on XT Exchange

Listing on Coin market cap
Listing on CoinGecko
Stake IINJAZ Token
 IINJAZ Falcon Center App
 Market Cap $10,000,000
Launch IINJAZ Educational
site
Launch IINJAZ Crypto Store
Launch IINJAZ Wallet

Opening IInjaz Falcon Center
Clinic
List IINJAZ Token on New
Exchanges
Market Cap $100,000,000
Launch NFTs
Launch IINJAZ Exchange
Create IINJAZ Crypto Chart
More to be announced



The pure ones will be purchased and rehabilitated to release
into the wild to continue breed and support their reproduction
to save these beautiful birds and maintain it.

Treatment and rehabilitation of falconers for reasonable
amounts.

Purchasing and qualifying the producer of marriageable age and
qualifying for a program of reproduction.

Young healthy falcons may find a falcon breeder who buys
them and takes care of them, and the return is within the
working budget of the center. A large section will invest in the
digital IINJAZ currency as a kind of mutual support between us
and investment to provide continuous support for the IINJAZ
Falcons Center.

Group Two

Group Four

Group One

Group Three
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OUR SOCIAL MEDIA 
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Twitter.com/iinjaztoken

T.me/iinjaz.com/iinjaztoken

www.instagram.com/iinjaztoken

https://twitter.com/iinjaz_token
https://t.me/iinjaz
https://www.instagram.com/iinjaztoken/?utm_medium=copy_link

